JOHNATHON PASION

FREEKINGDOM

GAME DESCRIPTION
Free Kingdom is a blend between conquest and adventure. In this game, players will explore regions
of the map collecting resources to build military forces and defenses. Players then wage war on one
another in a battle for conquest and control of the kingdom.

Glossary
Node – any single hex unit space on the game board
Exploration Node – Any node on the map marked by a magnifying glass. These can be searched to draw
a card from the Exploration Deck.
Resource Node – Control of a resource node produces one token of that particular resource per turn
during the player’s upkeep phase.
Stock – resources stored at player settlement. Resources in the stock may be used for construction
during the construction phase regardless of player’s position on the map.
Backpack – limited resource space carried by the exploring player. Can be refilled from Stock at player’s
home settlement or any trading post.
Hero– the game piece representing the player. From here we will use “Hero” when referring to the
game piece and player when referring to the real world player to avoid confusion.
HP – Hit Points. A Hero begins the game with 5 HP. When defeated in battle, the Hero loses 1 HP. When
reduced to 0, the Hero and player are eliminated.
Unit – any Resource Node, Structure, or Troop.

Target Audience
Free Kingdom targets primarily competitive, strategy gamers. Much of the game’s draw comes from
resource, time, and map management in competition with the other players. Some RPG elements will
also draw attention from this audience of gamers. These elements are designed to be complex enough
to satisfy the hardcore gaming crowd, without becoming so overly complex to immediately alienate the
occasional casual gamer interested in joining a game.

Number of Players
Free Kingdom is for 2-4 players. While temporary alliances may be made at the table, ultimately there is
only one winner.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN
Outline
Goals
The players’ primary goal is to defeat the opposing players by conquering their settlements or
eliminating their heroes.
The players’ secondary goals include collecting scattered resources through exploration and using these
resources to construct troops and defenses for conquest.

A player wins when all other players’ settlements have been conquered or their Heroes eliminated.

Rules
Players each control a Hero which they can move around the game board searching areas to discover
four resources: Grain, Wood, Stone, and Iron. These resources can then be used to build Resource
Nodes, which produce one of that particular resource per turn, Structures, and Troops to attack other
players’ Hero, Structures, and Troops, or to defend their own.
Each player’s turn is separated into four phases: Upkeep phase, Adventure phase, Build phase, and
Combat phase. Each player’s turn begins with the Upkeep phase. After this is completed, the player may
move between the other phases at will until deciding to end his or her turn, or running out of possible
actions.
During a player’s Upkeep phase, the player collects a resource for every Resource Node controlled and
places it in his or her Stock.
The Adventure phase is when a player executes movements and searches Exploration Nodes to find
resources. A player’s Hero can complete five actions each Adventure phase. An action consists of
moving one space or searching an Exploration Node to draw a card from the Exploration Deck. The
Exploration deck may reveal Resource Cards, which the player gains into his or her Hero’s Backpack,
Ability Cards, or Encounter Cards. When an Encounter is revealed, the player must satisfy the conditions
on the card for a reward, or suffer the consequences of failure. The card is then discarded. During the
adventure phase, players also may move any troops they wish up to the specified movement allowance
for each particular type of troop.
The Build phase is entered whenever the player decides to construct a Resource Node, Structure, or
Troop. The player will pay the resource cost of unit they want to build and place that unit into play.
The Combat phase is entered whenever a player decides to initiate combat on another player’s Hero,
Troops, or Structures. Combat can only occur between units occupying adjacent nodes. To resolve
combat between troops and or Heroes, each the attacking and defending player will roll 2d6. The
attacking player will add the total attack value of the attacking node to his or her roll. The defending
player will add the total defense value of the defending node to his or her roll. Whichever player has the
highest total wins the round. The loser removes the unit with the lowest attack or defense value
(whichever corresponds to their role in the conflict) from the board. Attack may continue if the player
chooses and still has troops left to attack with. To resolve combat on structures, the total attack value
on all nodes adjacent to the structure must exceed the structure’s preset defense value. When a
structure is defeated, it is removed from the map. Players may attack opposing player’s Resource Nodes
which also have a preset defense value. If a Resource Node is defeated, the attacking player may decide
to seize control of it for his or herself, or destroy it.
There are four different types of Resource Nodes. These, with their associate resource, are Farms
(grain), Mills (wood), Quarries (stone), and Mines (iron). Each type of Resource Node has a set defense
value that must be exceeded in combat to be taken over or destroyed.
There are four different types of Troops, each with differing resource costs, attack values, defense
values, and movement rates. These Troops are Scouts, Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery.

There are three different types of Structures. These are the Home Settlement (each player begins with a
settlement preset on the game board and no other settlements may be built), Barriers, and Roads.
Barriers can block the movement of troops and Heroes to improve defense around important areas a
player wishes to protect. Roads increase the movement rate of all troops and Heroes travelling on them.
There is one special Structure; Trading Posts. When occupied, Trading Posts allow a player to move
resources between the Hero’s Backpack and the player’s Stock. When on a Trading Post, Players may
also attempt to trade resources with other players. A player may also exchange resources at a rate of
3:1 when on a Trading Post.
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Place resource token in stock (INV)
End Upkeep Phase (INV)
Spend Action
Search Exploration Node
Draw exploration card (INV)
Satisfy requirements on card
Gain reward (INV)
Suffer Consequence (INV)
Place card in discard pile
Build Resource Node
Pay resource cost (INV)
Move Hero
Change Phase
Build unit
Place unit on board
Move Troops
Resolve Conflict
Roll die (INV)
Remove Structure/Unit (INV)
Win (INV)

Transitions
•
•
•
•
•

Upkeep Phase
Exploration Phase
Build Phase
Combat Phase
Elimination

Items
•
•
•
•

Game board
Hero tokens (4)
Dry-Erase markers (4 colors matching the Hero colors)
Resource tokens
o Grain tokens
o Wood tokens

•

•

•

•

o Stone tokens
o Iron tokens
Structure tokens
o Barrier tokens
o Road tokens
o Trading Post tokens
Troop tokens
o Scout tokens
o Infantry tokens
o Artillery tokens
o Cavalry Tokens
Exploration Deck
o Grain Resource Cards
o Wood Resource Cards
o Stone Resource Cards
o Iron Resource Cards
o Encounter Cards
o Ability Cards
Dice (4d6)

Setup
To set up the game, each player chooses their Hero tokens and places them on the starting positions in
the four corners of the map (marked “1”,”2”,”3”, and “4”). If there are less than 4 players, the players
may choose their starting corners. Shuffle and place the Exploration deck nearby where all players can
reach. Each player receives a dry-erase marker of the color matching their Hero. Players may decide who
goes first, usually by rolling a die.

Flowcharts

Meaningful Action Analysis (MAA)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Place resource token in stock – this requires no decision.
End Upkeep Phase – There are no meaningful decisions made in the Upkeep Phase, so a
meaningful decision is not made in ending it. It ends when all procedures have been completed.
Spend Action – This is a very meaningful decision. With a limited number of actions each turn,
how the player chooses to use those actions is critical to his or her success in the game.
Search Exploration Node – This is a meaningful decision. This comes at the expense of an action,
which could be better used, and has the potential to both benefit or harm the player.
Draw Exploration Card – This is not a meaningful decision. A card draw has a randomized
outcome.
Satisfy requirements on card – While the card draw is random, encounter cards provide players
an option of solutions to satisfy the card. This gives the player a meaningful decision because he
or she is able to decide which method will provide the best chance of success.
Gain Reward – This requires no decision. It is a procedure upon success.
Suffer Consequence – This requires no decision. It is a procedure upon failure.
Place card in discard pile – This requires no decision. It is a procedure upon completion of an
encounter card.
Build Resource Node – This is a meaningful decision. While controlling Resource Nodes is
crucial, building one comes at the expense of resources which could be better spent in another
way.
Pay resource cost – In and of itself, this is a procedure. A decision has already been made, such
as deciding to build. The payment is merely the procedure that follows.
Move Hero – This is a meaningful decision. This comes at the expense of an action which could
be better spent. Also, depending on how the player decides to move, it may put him or her in
harm’s way, or put him further away from his or her destination.
Choose construction to build – This is a meaningful decision. Construction cost resources and
fulfill different roles. Deciding which to build and when is critical for success.
Place construction on board – This is a meaningful decision. Strategic placement of defenses,
troops, roads, and trading posts is critical for success.
End Phase – This is a meaningful decision. A player may decide to end the phase while still
having available actions.
End Turn – This can be a meaningful decision because a player may decide to end his or her turn
while still having action available.
Move Troops – This is a meaningful decision because where a player moves his or her troops
can provide a strategic advantage for attacking and defending.
Resolve Conflict – This is a meaningful decision because a player may decide not to attack
another player at a given time. Deciding when to attack could mean seizing an advantage over
the opponent, or waiting for reinforcements to arrive.
Roll die – This is not a meaningful decision because die rolls are randomized results
Remove structure/unit – This requires no decision. It is the procedure following defeat in
combat.
Win – This requires no decision. Winning is the result of the culmination of many events.

Board Design

Figure 1 - Board Rebuild after first round of testing

Figure 2 - Full Board

Component Pieces
•
•
•
•

Game board (laminated, dry-erase ready)
Exploration tokens
Hero game pieces (4)
Dry erase markers (4 different colors) for marking player controlled Resource Nodes, searched
Exploration Nodes, and Hero attributes

•

•

•

•

•

Resource tokens
o Grain tokens
o Wood tokens
o Stone tokens
o Iron tokens
Structure tokens
o Barrier tokens
o Road tokens
o Trading Post tokens
Troop tokens (each in 4 different colors to represent each player)
o Scout tokens
o Infantry tokens
o Artillery tokens
o Cavalry Tokens
Exploration Deck (85 Cards)
o Grain x1 Resource Cards (9)
o Grain x2 Resource Cards (4)
o Grain x3 Resource Cards (3)
o Wood x1 Resource Cards (9)
o Wood x2 Resource Cards (4)
o Wood x3 Resource Cards (3)
o Stone x1 Resource Cards (9)
o Stone x2 Resource Cards (4)
o Stone x3 Resource Cards (3)
o Iron x1 Resource Cards (9)
o Iron x2 Resource Cards (4)
o Iron x3 Resource Cards (3)
o Encounter Card – “Precarious Precipice” (3)
o Encounter Card – “Angry Bear” (3)
o Encounter Card – “Squirrels!” (3)
o Ability Card – “Resourceful” (3)
o Ability Card – “Scrounge” (3)
o Ability Card – “Field Medic” (3)
o Ability Card – “Trusty Steed” (3)
Dice (4d6)

DETAILED DESIGN & TESTING
Test Stage 1 Results
Test 1 (Virtual Prototype - roll20.net)
Purpose
To gauge intuitive player understanding of exploration and resource gathering. To analyze number of
resources gathered and balance between resource availability and demand of construction costs.

Players
4 Players

Results
Players quickly grasped the mechanics of exploration and gathering resources. Early game, the balance
of resources and costs seemed even, but as the game progressed, an abundance of Wood and a
shortage of Iron appeared. To fix this imbalance, I will replace some of the Wood resource nodes with
Iron.
The map quickly became crowded when construction of troops began. The hex nodes are not large
enough to accommodate multiple troops without scaling troops to a point where it impairs vision. I will
print a version of the map and prototype in live physical playtests to see if problem persists.

Pictures
(I had forgotten to take screenshots during this playtest.)

Test 2 (Physical Prototype)
Purpose
Test physical prototype map for clutter similar to virtual prototype test. Observe game progression with
minimum number of players for game length and flow.

Players
2

Results
The map nodes were still too small to be occupied by multiple troops clearly. The printed map prototype
was of average size for a game board. Scaling the map to accommodate the game pieces would make
the map unreasonable in size. Perhaps the best option is to decrease the number of nodes on the map
and maintain dimensions. Actions and resources may require rebalancing few new map.

Pictures

Figure 34 - Early Game. Each player has collected some resources and began building roads

Figure 45 - Players have begun building their armies and defenses

Figure 56 – Yellow player has begun pushing troops into enemy territory

Test 3 (Physical Prototype)
Purpose
To test rebalanced resource collection with less Wood and more Iron

Players
2

Results
Players were able to build their armies earlier, improving game flow, however map size still slows
progress. Play time still exceeded 3 hours with no conclusion.

Pictures

Figure 67 – Red player has set up defensive troops while exploring other section of the map

Figure 8 – Two fronts are emerging in this battle.

Figure 9 – Red Player has managed to slowly push troops
through Blue’s defenses.

Test Stage 1 Reflection
a. In Test 2, the player beginning in upper left corner made an early comment that she felt at a
disadvantage because she had a slightly further distance to travel to take control of her first
resource nodes. This is a negative comment concerning game balance. She suggested moving
some of the resource nodes closer to the starting position in this corner.
Players regularly expressed confused between the “Inventory” and “Stock” storage areas.
Players were occasionally able find resources to build a Trading Post and seizing control of a
Grain resource node very early to avoid laying their Home Settlement for a very long period.
Players were unsure of how to effectively use their Hero attribute points and what each of the
attributes did, particularly Wisdom.

b. After watching the progression of the test, I will not yet move any of the resource nodes for
the upper left corner. While this player had a slightly slower start, as the game progressed she
quickly caught up to an even level with the players starting in other corners. This asymmetry
between the starting positions can encourage a change of strategies and also give players
different points of advantage throughout the game’s progression. Depending on starting
position and strategies, some players may gain a quick advantage early, while others may have
a slower early game, but a much stronger mid-game. This will help with meaningful decision
making as players will have to recognize when they may have an advantage and capitalize on it
then.
In future tests I will change the names of the storage areas to make understanding their
differences more intuitive. The “Backpack” will become the “Backpack” because it is what the
Hero is carrying on them. For now, I will maintain the “Stock,” but will be observant of how it is
discussed and if any further changes and clarification are necessary.
Players finding a way around building their settlement becomes a game-breaking balance issue.
While I like giving the players the strategic choice of where to build their settlement, it would
be best to rework this mechanic to prevent breakage. I will consider each possibility of giving
the players their first turn to establish a settlement, or just making the settlements a
permanent stationary structure.
The mechanics of the Hero attributes are not immediately intuitive to players unfamiliar with
RPGs. This is a documentation issue that I will attempt to fix by replacing the attributes with
stat names Attack and Defense, the same as the troop units.

c. Players did not immediately realize the importance of taking control of a Grain resource node
early in the game. Without this, players became unable to pay the Adventure Cost very early in
the game, slowing progress and overall flow of the game.
The hex nodes on the game board where much too small. My initial prototype was made using
roll20.net and the scale of the map made it very difficult to view large sections of the map and
still be able to determine what was filling the nodes.
Players would commonly have an abundance of the Wood resource mid to late game.
Player could potentially opt to build their settlements at the edges of the map, blocking off
several potential attack points.

b. If players are failing to recognize the importance of Grain resource nodes early, it is most
likely because they do not fully understand the Adventure Cost mechanic. In order to make this
more apparent, I will better clarify the how the mechanic works in the game rules
documentation and include suggested methods for approaching the Adventure Cost.
This issue creates a layout problem. With many different tokens and multiple troops capable of
occupying the same node, it is critical that players are able to clearly see large portions of the
map in order to strategize efficiently. At first, I thought this issue was primarily because of the
medium (using roll20.net). In an attempt to find a solution to the problem, I also created a
physical prototype to see if the same issue arose in physical testing. I printed a fairly large
prototype of the map, but continued running into the same problem. To maintain the current
node count, the map would have to be impractically large to accommodate all of the game
pieces. To attempt again to fix this issue, I will recreate the map with less nodes that will be
larger. Some balancing may need to be adjusted, such as action count and movement counts, in
order to account for the change in spaces.
Each player having an abundance of the Wood resource becomes a balance issue. If all players
are able to build a stockpile of this resource, it is not either too abundant to find, or not being
demanded enough by the resource costs in the game. I will first try to reduce the amount of
wood attainable on the board to see if this alleviates the problem. If it persists, I will also
increase the amount of wood necessary for some constructions to increase demand for the
resource.
Building the Home Settlement against the edge of the map is a mechanic issue that then
creates a significant disadvantage to opposing players, who then have less opportunity to
surround the structure with enough units to breach the Natural Defense Value of the Home
Settlement. With this and other issues arising from the ability of players to decide where to
build their home settlement, I will change this to create a permanent Home Settlement location
for each player.

d. Can structures be built on top of resource nodes? This question arose in my second test. I
had not yet considered this in my initial rules and had to make up rules on the fly. For the
purposes of this test, and because there was yet no clarification in my rules, I allowed
structures to be built on top of resource nodes so I could observe the results. Predictably, this
created several consequences. For one, opposing players were then unsure if they could take
over one of these resource nodes without also attacking the structure. In another example,
building a trading post on top of a resource node would allow other players to transport
directly to it and potentially take it over.

Detailed Rules
The Basics
Players will move their characters, to be referred to as Heroes, around the board exploring for
resources. Each turn as Hero has five actions to move, explore, and build Resource Nodes. Players will
then use these resources to build troops and defensive structures to combat the enemy and protect
their Home Settlements.

Winning
Players are eliminated when their Home Settlement is captured or their Hero is reduced to 0 HP. The
last player standing wins.

Player Turn
Each player’s turn is separated into four phases: Upkeep phase, Adventure phase, Build phase, and
Combat phase. The player always completes the upkeep phase at the start of his or her turn. After the
upkeep phase, the player may move between the other phases at will until he or she decides to end the
turn.

Upkeep Phase
During a player’s upkeep phase, he or she collects resources produced by controlled resource nodes. A
player collects one resource token of the designated resource for each of the Resource Nodes
controlled.

Adventure Phase
A player’s Adventure phase includes movement, and exploration for the player’s Hero and troops. A
player may move his or her Hero, search exploration nodes, and move troops.

Build Phase
During a player’s Build phase, he or she may decide to spend resource tokens to build troops, structures,
and resource nodes. These constructions may immediately be placed on the board.

Combat Phase
During the Combat phase, a player may choose to attack opposing units anytime they occupy a node
adjacent to their own units.

The Hero
The Hero represents the player for the purposes of traversing and exploring the game map.

Hit Points (HP)
Each players’ Hero begins the game with five HP. A Hero loses one HP when defeated in combat or as a
consequence for some failed encounters. When a Hero is reduced to zero HP, he or she is eliminated
and that player is out of the game.

Attributes
Each Hero has three attributes: Strength, Dexterity, and Survival. These attributes aide the Hero in
combat as well as in passing roll checks required by Encounter cards. In combat, Strength correlates
directly to Attack value and Dexterity to Defense value. Survival has greater benefit in surviving
encounters from Encounter Cards.

Abilities
Each Hero may equip one Ability Card found through exploration. When a player decides to use that
ability, that card is returned to the player’s Stock. An ability may be re-equipped or replaced with a new
ability upon visiting the Home Settlement or any Trading Post.

Actions
Each turn the Hero is allowed five actions per turn. These actions include movement and exploration.
For the expense of one action a player may move his or her Hero one space to an adjacent node or
search a space with an Exploration Node.

Backpack
Each Hero has a Backpack of ten spaces for resources. Any resources collected through searching
Exploration Nodes are placed in the Hero’s backpack. A Hero may turn in resources from their backpack
to the player stock at their Home Settlement or any Trading Post. If a Hero’s backpack is full, the player
may decide to drop items from the backpack to make room for new items gained.

Disability
A Hero may become disabled from a failed encounter check. If a Hero is disabled, he or she is reduced to
half action points (rounded up) for the following turn.

Exploration
Players must use their Heroes to traverse the board collecting resources in order to build their army and
defenses.

Movement
Heroes are restricted to five actions per turn. These actions may be spent on movement or searching
exploration nodes. Moving one space costs one action.
Troops types each have a specific movement rate. The unit may move that many spaces per turn.

Exploration Nodes
Exploration Nodes are marked by a magnifying glass on the game board. When a player’s Hero occupies
an Exploration Node, he or she may decide to search that space at the expense of one of their Hero’s
actions. When the space is searched, the player draws a card from the Exploration Deck. These cards can

reveal resources, abilities, or encounters. After an Exploration Node has been searched, it is X’ed out
with a dry-erase marker.

Resources
Players can collect the four different types of resources in order to build structures and troops. These
resources are Grain, Wood, Stone, and Iron. There are two methods players have to collect these
resources. The first is to discover resources by searching Exploration Nodes and drawing a resource from
the Exploration Deck. The second method is by constructing Resource Nodes at their Hero’s location on
the map.

Encounters
If a player draws an Encounter card from the Exploration Deck, he or she must satisfy the encounter.
Encounters may be monsters or environmental hazards, but each grant the player an option of how to
satisfy the encounter. For example, a high cliff face may require either a Strength check of 6 or a
Dexterity check of 5 to succeed. The player may choose one of the options to attempt. The player then
rolls 1d6 and adds his or her Hero attribute associated with the check chosen to attempt. If sum of the
roll and the attribute score exceed the difficulty check, the encounter is a success. Rewards for success
and the consequence of failure are specific to the encounter and noted on the cards.

Ability Cards
Ability cards may found when drawing from the Exploration Deck. Each Hero may equip one ability at a
time when visiting the Home Settlement or any Trading Post. An ability card may be played at any time
during a player’s turn. Once played, an ability card is returned to the player’s stock, where it may be reequipped or replaced with another ability on the Hero at the Home Settlement or a Trading Post if the
player so wishes. Ability Cards found when the player already has an Ability equipped are transferred to
the player’s Stock.

Building
Players may spend resource tokens to construct Resource Nodes, Structures, and Troops.

Resource Nodes
There are four different types of Resource Node, each corresponding to one of the four resources. Each
of these can be built on one of the four different types of terrain on the map. A Resource Node costs
two of the corresponding resource to build using the resources in the Hero’s Backpack. When a
Resource Node is built, the node is marked with a dry-erase marker corresponding to that player’s color.
A player may have a maximum of eight Resource Nodes (Trading Posts do not count toward this
maximum). Opposing players’ Resource Nodes may be seized or destroyed by exceeding their specified
defense values.

Farms
Cost: 2 Grain
Defense: 3
• Farms produce one Grain per turn during the player’s upkeep phase.
• Farms can only be built on the empty green spaces of the map.

Mills
Cost: 2 Wood
Defense: 4
• Mills produce one Wood per turn during the player’s upkeep phase.
• Mills can only be built on the forested areas of the map.

Quarries
Cost: 2 Stone
Defense: 5
• Quarries produce one Stone per turn during the player’s upkeep phase.
• Quarries can only be built on the brown areas of the map.

Mines
Cost: 2 Iron
Defense: 6
• Mines produce one Iron per turn during the player’s upkeep phase.
• Mines can only be built on the mountainous areas of the map.

Trading Post
Cost: Any combination of three resources
Defense: N/A (Trading Posts cannot be destroyed)
• Once established, Trading Posts may serve as a resting point for any Hero. By visiting a Trading
Post, players may transfer items between their Hero Backpack and their Stock.
• When a player’s Hero occupies a trading post, that player may also initiate a trade of items
(resources or ability cards) with any another player. That player may counter-offer the initial
trade. Both players must agree on the terms of a trade for the transaction to occur.
• When at a Trading Post, a player may decide to exchange one type resource for another at a
rate of 3 tokens to 1.

Structures
Structures are stationary constructions. Once built, they cannot be moved. Structures are built using the
resources in a player’s Stock.

Home Settlement
Cost: Free
Defense: 15

Barriers
Cost: 2 Stone, 1 Wood
Defense: 5
Length: 1 Node
• No units of any player, including Heroes, can pass through a barrier regardless of which player
built the barrier. A barrier must be destroyed before units can pass through.
• Barriers must be started in a node adjacent to one under the player’s control (ie, his or her
Home Settlement or a Resource Node). Subsequent barriers may extend in any direction.

Roads
Cost: 2 Stone, 1 Grain
Defense: N/A (Roads cannot be destroyed)
Length: 2 Nodes
• Any unit controlled by any player gains double movement speed when travelling on a road,
regardless of who built the road.
• Roads must be started in a node adjacent to one under the player’s control (ie, his or her Home
Settlement or a Resource Node). Subsequent roads may extend in any direction.

Troops
Up to three troop units may occupy one node. Troops are built using resources from a player’s Stock.

Scouts
Cost: 3 Wood, 1 Grain
Attack 1/ Defense 0
Movement: 5
Special: Scouts may search exploration nodes at the expense of one move. If a Resource Card is
revealed, the player receives those resources into his or her Stock. If an Ability Card is revealed, that
card is shuffled back into the deck. If an Encounter Card is revealed, the Scout dies and is removed from
the board.

Infantry
Cost: 1 Iron, 1 Grain
Attack 1/ Defense 3
Movement: 3

Cavalry
Cost: 2 Iron, 2 Grain
Attack 2/ Defense 1
Movement: 4

Artillery
Cost: 3 Iron, 1 Wood
Attack 3/ Defense 2
Movement: 2

Combat and Conquest
Conflict between units and structures can only occur between units occupying adjacent nodes.

Troop Combat
Combat between troops is resolved using the total attack scores of units from the attacking against the
total defense scores of the units occupying the defending node each modified by a roll of 2d6. Each
player rolls 2d6. The attacking player adds the total attack value of the attacking node and the defender
adds the total defense value of the defending node. The higher total wins the round. The defender
always wins a tie. The losing player removes one unit with the lowest corresponding attack or defense
score from the node. The attacking player may decide to continue attacking as long as there are units
remaining in the attacking node.
Egregious Assault: If the total attack value of the attacking node exceeds the total
defense value of the defending node by six or more, no roll is required. The defending
units are automatically defeated and removed from the board.

Combat on Structures
Each structure is assigned a defense value. In order to destroy or conquer a structure, the sum of the
attack values of all the nodes adjacent to the structure must surpass this defense value. No roll is
required. Once the sum of attack values in adjacent nodes is greater than the defense value of the
structure, the structure falls.

Test Stage 2 Results
Due to overall play time of my game, I was unable to complete stage 2 of testing. As explained
in the email I sent to Mr. Lucas, my tests ran for 3-5 hours without conclusion. Time constraints

prevented me from complete the last 2 tests. Game time has become a focus of revision and
should be fixed for upcoming test stages.

Test Stage 3 Results
Stage 3 – Test 1 (Virtual Prototype – roll20.net)
Purpose
Did reducing map size reduce overall playtime and by how much? Are movement amounts for units
appropriate and balanced with new map size?

Players
4 players

Results
The smaller map size did significantly reduce playtime and improved flow of game. Complete game with
4 players finished in about 3 hours. Some of this time can be waived for distractions and pauses. Game
flow improved greatly with an earlier transition in focus from collection of resources to construction of
troops and defenses. Progress felt continual, though not rushed or overly simple.

Pictures

Figure 7 - Players have searched many of the resource nodes in their territories and begun building Resource Nodes

Figure 8 – Red Player has begun invading Green player’s territory. Yellow player moves troops out into the field.

Figure 9 – Red player begins an assault on Green player’s Home Settlement

Stage 3 -Test 2
Purpose
Does implementation of dry-erase markers on laminated board, reducing the number of different
tokens and items, make things simpler.

Players
2 players

Results
Reducing the number of parts and pieces to the game with dry-erase markers made easy marking and
reduced map clutter. Easy clean-up for future games.

Pictures

Figure 10 – Players have both began building roads to increase mobility.

Figure 11 – Both players attempt to defend two fronts.

Figure 12 – Blue player has almost won, pushing both fronts back to Red player’s settlement.

Stage 3 – Test 3
Purpose
Does a two player game still work when players start on one side of the map rather than opposing
corners?

Players
2 players

Results
This set-up for a 2 player game still worked. Game time was cut down due to shorter distance between
players.

Pictures

Figure 13 – both players started out building scouts to cover more ground during exploration

Figure 14 – Players attempt to spread forces into the open areas for extra protection

Figure 15 – Yellow player has managed to push through Blue player’s front line while he was distracted pushing into her extra
territory.

Test Stage 3 Reflection
a. A play tester commented that after all the Exploration Nodes had been searched, the Scout
troop failed to serve any purpose. This is a negative comment regarding balance.
A play tester commented that he really like the new Resource Node mechanic where players
can build their own resource nodes instead of just taking control of preplaced ones on the map.
This was a positive comment about mechanics.
A play tester commented jokingly that she had an abundance of Grain and no use for it. This is a
negative comment based on balance.
A repeat play tester commented that he was glad I abandoned the Adventure Cost mechanic.
This was a positive comment based on mechanics.

b. While I agreed that the Scout unit becomes unnecessary after all the Exploration nodes have
been uncovered, I decided against altering the Scout troop. The Scout fulfills a specified role
that aides in exploration and resource gathering early and mid-game. They can be very useful
during this time and increasing their abilities elsewhere, I believe, would upset their balance
with other troops and remove them from the specified role for which they are intended.
I appreciated this player’s comment. My intention, which proved successful, was to give
player’s the ability to form more varying strategies by opting to build particular resource nodes
and where to build them. That way they could resource nodes for the resources they desired
more for their strategies.
Each resource should be necessary for the players. If a player does not need a particular
resource, a dominant strategy may arise that avoids the collection of that particular resource to
focus on the others. I will increase the need in costs for this resource in future iterations.
I agreed with this tester that it was a good idea to get rid of the Adventure Cost mechanic. This
mechanic was somewhat confusing to players and did not fulfill the function I had expected.
This decision removed some confusion from the game and improved flow.
c. The cost to build Resource Nodes was set too high as players struggled early to begin
amassing resources.
I noticed after several playtests that players were rarely opting to purchase the Infantry troop.
During the playtests, I noticed that the consequences for entering and losing battle with a
player’s Hero did not pose enough of a risk to choose to avoid the confrontation.
Players often opt to carry many or all of the Ability Cards they own.
b. This is a balance issue. Players had to collect 3 of a resource through exploration before
being able to construct a resource. This was sometimes slow to happen and hindered flow. To
resolve this issue, I reduced the price to build Resource Nodes to 2. This showed immediate
improvement in following playtests.
This is an issue of balance. When initially designed, the Infantry was to fill a more defensive
role. This strategy was foregone by play testers and I realized that perhaps the Infantry weren’t
competently filling that role. To improve the ability to fill this role and improve their appeal, I
increased their defense value to 3 from 2.
This is an issue of balance and mechanics. As the Hero is the most important unit for a player,
there should be significant consequence. Merely being sent back to the settlement and being
disable for a turn was not enough of a risk to discourage players from entering their Hero into
combat. To improve this, I added an HP mechanic to Heroes, where after five defeats, the Hero

and their player is eliminated. This makes taking a Hero into battle a more meaningful decision
and also offers another opportunity for reaching the winning condition.
Carrying multiple Ability Cards is an issue of balance and mechanics. As the necessity of
exploration dwindles and space in the backpack became more available, players would carry
many or all of their Ability Cards. This upset the balance somewhat as it gave an advantage to
players that had been fortunate enough to draw multiple Ability Cards from the Exploration
Deck. To remove some of this randomized advantage, I implemented a mechanic that only
allowed players to equip one ability at a time to their Heroes. This improved the balance and
added meaningful decision to what ability they decided to equip.
d. I added a new mechanic that allowed players to build their own Resource Nodes rather than
just seizing control of preset location on the map. This improved gameplay because the players
had more agency in deciding where and what kind of resources they wanted to focus on
producing. While each resource should be necessary to some degree, some will be more
important depending on the strategy implemented by the player. Overall, this was a successful
design decision.
e. Play testers stopped play to clarify where barriers and roads could be built. One asked if he
could build a barrier in another player’s region. This had not yet been clarified in the rules. With
a little consideration, I decided that these structures should have to start around a structure or
resource node that the player controls. This rule was made up on-the-fly, but has worked out so
far and been implemented into the detailed rules.

Test Stage 4 Results
Stage 4 – Test 1 (Virtual Prototype – roll20.net)
Purpose
How well does the addition of some instructional text and charts on the board space aide players in
general gameplay?

Players
2 players

Results
With the addition and clarification of on-board charts and minor instructional text, basic game functions
moved fluidly without the need to resort to the detailed rule book. This improved flow and speed of
gameplay.

Pictures

Figure 1610 – Each player approaches exploration with a different strategy. Blue pushes to explore the contended areas first
while Green explores safer areas to the back of his territory.

Figure 11 – An early confrontation arises when Blue player pushes into Green player’s territory.

Figure 12 – Green player has Blue player on her heels as he pushes in with a two-front assault.

Stage 4 – Test 2 (Physical Prototype)
Purpose
Do players develop independent strategies and does any dominance appear in these differing
strategies?

Players
4 players

Results
Players did develop differing strategies. Some focused on continued exploration while others quickly
established Resource Nodes and focused on either attack or defense. None of the strategies appeared
overly dominant. Some of the strategies chosen where encouraged by early card draws. I should
consider how to overcome the unfortunate card draws with an exchange mechanic when a player fails
to find any of a particular resource.

Pictures

Figure 17 – Yellow has taken an early lead producing troops quickly.

Figure 18 – Player is looks please to draw a much needed resource card

Figure 19 – Some players focused on building offense while others focused on building defenses around their home structures.

Test Stage 4 Reflection
a. During Test 2, one of the players failed to discover any Grain resource while exploring. She
commented that she didn’t really need Grain in order to compete. This is a negative comment
regarding balance because all resources should be necessary to some degree.
b. While each resource may not be equally important for differing strategies, players should not
be able to competently compete completely lacking a particular resource. To resolve this, I will
rebalance some of the resource costs.
c. While the particular example stated above did not hinder the player’s ability to compete, a
strategy should not be fully forced upon a player due to unfortunate card draws. I will
implement an exchange mechanic where players are able to exchange a number of resources
for one of their choice to help in avoiding this issue. Play testers greatly enjoyed the game.
Some expressed unsolicited interest in playing in further iterations.
b. The issue described above is both a balance and a mechanics issue. A player should not be
able to compete completely lacking a particular resource. Nor should a player be forced into a

strategy based on card draws. Hopefully, revised balancing and the exchange mechanic I will
implement will help to solve this issue.
d. The gameplay stopped on a couple occasion, but the players succeeded in finding an answer
in the detailed rules created for the game.
e. Iterative design is vitally important for finding and fixing flaws in a game design. Playtests
allow a much better understanding of scope and balance. Also, issues are often revealed in
playtests that were not thought of during the initial design process.

